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Marlin, Nemo, Dory, and all your favorite characters from Finding Nemo star in this exciting

storybook-and-CD set. This retelling of the beloved Disney&#149; Pixar film features word-for-word

narration, thrilling sound effects, and the voices of Ellen DeGeneres, Albert Brooks, Willem Dafoe,

and other actors from the original movie! Follow along as Marlin meets his forgetful friend Dory,

some very hungry sharks, and a band of groovy sea turtles in the search for his lost son, Nemo.
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a good book with CD. the description said this book has 132 pages, but actually it is only 18 pages.

This is a great book for the car. It's nice to switch it up with listening to the story and reading along

to the book. It is also the same voices from the movie. We purchased this for driving to the beach (a

long car ride) but it's also great just for a 15 minute trip. I highly recommend this book!

Very good book for beginning readers. Students love the movie and it is a joy to read it. I

recommend this book to all children. It has a CD that can be heard while reading along. It helps

reading the words as you are able to hear them.

I got a ton of these Disney CD Read Along Books for my first grade listening center. My kids really



love them since many of my students are already familiar with most of these stories. This seller was

better than others.

My 5 yrs old girl loves Disney's stories, but watching too much TV is not good for your children,

especially most of the DVDs are at least 1 hr and half, so I bought Read-Along Storybooks and CDs

for her instead of DVDs. All the stories are about 10-13 mins, and they use the real voice for the

main characters just like in the DVD. My girl loves it very much, highly recommend.

Very happy with this read along story for my 1st grade students. It's a nice addition to our classroom

library!

My son loves listening to this in the car. The audio CD is very good with a lively reading of the story.

Only issue is that it gets a little tiresome to listen to it repeatedly because my son loves it so much.

My three year old started becoming afraid of the dark at bedtime. I now start this CD (without the

book) lights off and he is lulled to sleep before the end. It helps take his mind off of any fears.

Wonderful solution for our family :)
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